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Question No : 1 

Identify which two reports: requirements would be best presented using a dashboard, rather than a single 

report?  

 

A. Service managers want to see a quick summary of their business.  

 

B. Account Managers want to know how many accounts have more than $100,000 in expected revenue.  

 

C. Sales managers want to see top ten accounts, top ten service reps, and top ten products at a glance.  

 

D. Executives want to create an opportunity pipeline summary that is only available to some user roles.  

 

E. Service managers want to know if more service requests are coming to the service team via the Web 

than via the phone.  

 

F. Sales representatives want to see a list of their current open activities at a glance.  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 2 

Which option does the Default Access Profile associated with a role apply?  

 

A. A record owned by a user with the role IP  

 

B. Team members added by a user with the role  

 

C. A record not owned by a user with the role  

 

D. Group members of a user with the role  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 3  

You work for a Service Call Center as a CRM on Demand system administrator. The Service Manager 

would like to start tracking how the certain attributes change throughout the life of the service request. 

She would also like to track the user name and modification dates associated to these. What CRN on 

Demand functionality should you use to meet this requirement?  
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A. Audit trail  

 

B. Analytics  

 

C. Workflow  

 

D. Dynamic layouts  

 

E. Custom lists  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 4  

You were asked to create a group of five custom reports for the Midwest sales region. First, you added a 

new shared folder called Midwest Sales Region. Next, you created the five custom reports, saving them In 

the new folder as you finished them. Who can access this new shared report Folder if there are no roles 

associated with it?  

 

A. No user can access it until at least one role is associated to it.  

 

B. Every user that has access to the Reports Homepage can access it.  

 

C. Only users with the Access All Data in Analytics role privilege can access it.  

 

D. Only the user that created the report folder can access It.  

 

E. Only users with the Administrator role can access It.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Which two record types can have an asset as a child object?  

 

A. Account  

 

B. Opportunity  

 

C. Contact  

 

D. Lead  
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E. Product  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Your company categorizes its accounts as Premium, First Tier or Second Tier based on various criteria. 

You created an Account Category pick list field with those values and added it to the Account page layout 

for all users. The company allows account managers to assign the categories based on their own 

assessments of their accounts. However, an account should never be designated a Second Tier account 

if it has $1,000,000 or more in annual revenue.  

Some account managers have been incorrectly assigning the Second Tier category to accounts with 

annual revenues greater than $1,000,000 and you are looking at ways to prevent this. What is the best 

way to accomplish this using the functionality in CRM on Demand?  

 

A. Set up a dynamic page layout for Accounts using your custom Account Category field as the driving 

pick list. Then set a default field value of less than 1,000,000 for the Annual Revenue field for the Second 

Tier layout.  

 

B. Set a default field value of less than 1,000,000 for the Annual Revenue field to trigger if the Account 

Category is Second Tier and select the Post Default check box.  

 

C. Create a field validation rule on the Account Category field that checks the Annual Revenue field value, 

and if it is 1,000,000 or greater, then the Account Category field cannot be Second Tier.  

 

D. Create a workflow rule with a Before Modified Record is saved trigger for the Account Category field. 

Use an Update Values action and write an expression that updates the category to Premium or First Tier if 

the annual revenue is 1,000,000 or more.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 7  

You created a new Contact Detail page layout for the marketing users. You edited the Marketing role and 

added the new page layout to the role. However, some of your marketing users have reported that they 

still see the old Contact Detail page layout  

What should you do to correct the problem?  

 

A. Reset the password for any user that reports the problem, to force them to sign out and sign back in,  

 

B. Select the Use New Layouts check box on the Marketing role, and then save it again,  

 

C. Advise the users to edit their Personal Layout for the Contact Detail page and move the new layout 
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from the Available to the Displayed box.  

 

D. Advise the users to edit their Personal Layout for the Contact Detail page and click the Default button.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 8 

Which two statements are true about audit trails?  

 

A. The Record Type Auditable Fields setting in the Company Profile determines the total number of fields 

that can be audited across all record types.  

 

B. The Record Type Auditable Fields setting in the Company Profile determines the number of fields that 

can be audited for each record type.  

 

C. Audit trails are not available for any Custom Objects, only standard objects,  

 

D. No custom fields can be audited, only standard fields.  

 

E. Audit trails track these changes to a record: when the change was made, who made the change, the 

old and new values.  

 

F. Audit trail data is automatically purged from the system every six months.  

 

Answer: B,E  

 

 

Question No : 9 

Select three reasons for which Products are typically linked to Opportunities.  

 

A. To track which products belong to the opportunity  

 

B. To base company forecasts on assets  

 

C. To calculate opportunity revenue based on product revenue  

 

D. To base company forecasts on product quantities  

 

E. To calculate product price discounts based on the opportunity category  

 

F. To track with products the account on the opportunity has already purchased  
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Answer: A,C,D  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Sales managers want you to build a report that allows them to view revenue totals by product category 

and industry for each sales representative and select different years to filter the data. Which of the report 

views described below would best meet their needs?  

 

A. pie chart view with Owner selected for the chart and fiscal year selected for the legend.  

 

B. A pivot table view with Owner in the Sections section and Fiscal Year In the Pages section.  

 

C. A table views with Fiscal Year In the first column position and a filter on the owner column  

 

D. Pivot table view with Fiscal Year in the Sections section and Owner in the Pages section.  

 

E. A vertical bar chart view with Owner on the vertical axis and Fiscal Year on the horizontal axis.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 11  

When someone leaves your company, what is the best way to handle reassignment of the person's 

records?  

 

A. Set up assignment rules and specify that all records owned by the person be reassigned to someone 

else.  

 

B. Set up assignment rules to reassign all of the records to a territory and add other users to the territory 

so that the record ownership is transferred.  

 

C. Export the records that need to be reassigned and then import them with an active user in the Owner 

column.  

 

D. Do nothing. The manager will automatically own the entire person's records and he or she can 

reassign them manually.  

 

E. Create a Workflow rule to reassign all of the person's records to other active users in the system.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 12  
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You are going to set up a book hierarchy to segment data into product lines for your users. Which practice 

will help you to make sure that book performance is at its best when users start using them to access their 

records?  

 

A. Only add records to the lowest level of the book hierarchy.  

 

B. Create fewer books with more records In them, rather than a lot of books with few records in them.  

 

C. Spread out the records evenly among the books in the hierarchy.  

 

D. Give every user a Full access profile when adding them to a book.  

 

E. Limit the number of users that you add to any book to 10.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 13  

What is the minimum owner and default access to convert leads?  

 

A. Account - Read/Only Activity - Read/Edit Contact - Read/Only Lead - Read/Edit Opportunity - 

Read/Only  

 

B. Account - Read/Edit Activity - Read/Only Contact - Read/Edit Lead - Read/Only I Opportunity - 

Read/Edit  

 

C. Account- Read/Edit/Delete Activity - Read/Edit Contact - Read/Edit/Delete Lead - Read/Edit 

Opportunity - Read/Edit/Delete  

 

D. Account - Read/Edit Activity - Read/Edit Contact - Read/Edit Lead - Read/Edit  Opportunity - 

Read/Edit  

 

E. Account - Read/Edit Activity - Read/Edit/Delete Contact - Read/Edit Lead - Read/Edit/Delete 

Opportunity - Read/Edit  

 

Answer: D  
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Question No : 14  

You have a list of Opportunity records that you want to import so that they are associated to the right 

Contact records in the application. How do you do that?  

 

A. Import the Opportunity records, and then perform an Opportunity Contact Role import,  

 

B. Include a column for the Contact External Unique IDs In your CSV file and map it to the Contact ID field 

when you import the opportunities.  

 

C. Import the Opportunity records, and then perform a Contact import to associate the appropriate 

opportunities.  

 

D. Use Opportunity Assignment Rules to assign the appropriate contacts to the opportunities after import.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 15  

Select the true statement regarding required fields in layouts.  

 

A. Required fields must be accessible by all users in all roles across all layouts.  

 

B. Fields must be specified as required In the Field Setup page, before they are added to a layout.  

 

C. One role can have a field that Is Required in its layout, and another role can have that same field as 

Read-Only in its layout.  

 

D. You cannot have a field validation rule on a required field.  

 

E. You cannot have a default field value for a required field.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 16 

Managers want a dashboard they can use to quickly review sales by product and account they have 

identified 6 reports that must be included. Four of the reports are focused on Account Activity and two are 

focused on Product Revenue. One of the Product Revenue reports is a more complex report. Which 

instruction will result in a layout with the best possible performance?  

 

A. Create a dashboard with two pages and place the four Account Activity reports on the first page and 

place the two Product Revenue reports on the second page.  
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B. Create a dashboard with one page and place the four Account Activity reports at the top and the two 

Product Revenue reports below.  

 

C. Create a dashboard with six pages and place one report on each page.  

 

D. Create a dashboard with two pages and place the two Product Revenue reports on the first page and 

place the four Account Activity reports on the second page.  

 

E. Create two dashboards with one page each. Place the four Account Activity reports on the first 

dashboard, and the two Product Revenue reports on the second dashboard.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 17  

You are the administrator for CRM On Demand at your company. You received a service request 

describing the following issue: when viewing an Account Detail page, sales representatives see the 

following error under the Opportunity related information section "Access Denied. (S8I -DAT-00553)"  

What is the likely cause of this error?  

 

A. The opportunities in question are already closed (Closed/Won or Closed/Lost).  

 

B. Access to the opportunity related information section is blocked at the Access Profile level.  

 

C. Books of business must be set up to give sales representative’s access to opportunities.  

 

D. Manager visibility has not been enabled for the company.  

 

E. The opportunities in question have been deleted.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 18 

Which three statements are true about books of business?  

 

A. Read-Only, Edit, or Full are the only access profiles available for assigning to book users.  

 

B. Books allow you to segment data by product, territory, or other organizational structure.  

 

C. Users can be assigned to any level of a book hierarchy.  

 

D. Every book in the hierarchy must have users and records assigned to it  
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E. You can only define one book hierarchy for your company.  

 

F. You can define multiple book hierarchies for your company.  

 

G. A user can only be assigned to one book that contains records.  

 

Answer: B,C,F  

 

 

Question No : 19 

You created a report using the Service Request History subject area with these columns: SR Number, 

Subject, Area, Type, Status. You want to filter the results by a specific product category. Select two 

methods you could use to create that filter. 

 

A. Click the Category Name column and drag it to the Active Filters section.  

 

B. Click the Open Saved Filter button and select a filter from the Pre-built Analysis folder.  

 

C. Add the Category Name column to the report and then click the Edit Formula icon to add a Filtered 

Metrics Function for Product Name.  

 

D. Add the Category Name column to the report and then click the New Filter Icon for the column.  

 

E. Press the Ctrl key and select the Category Name column from the column selector.  

 

F. Add the Category Name column to the report and then click the Column Format icon and click the Filter 

this Column check box.  

 

Answer: B,D  

 

 

Question No : 20  

Your company has 2,000 "Premier” accounts currently distributed across several territories organized by 

books of business. The Sales Management group would like to create a new territory book called 

"Premier." Their main business requirement is to give Sales Representatives access to Premier accounts 

both via their original territories and via the new "Premier" territory.  

To meet this business requirement, you decide to run a list of Premier Accounts and use the batch 

assignment functionality in CRM OD.  

Select the best book batch assignment option to meet the above requirement.  

 

A. Replace All  

 

B. Add  
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C. Replace Book  

 

D. Replace Type  

 

E. Remove All  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 21  

Sales executives want the Priority field on opportunities to be automatically set to High when users save 

opportunity records with expected revenue greater than $800,000 to meet this requirement; you create a 

field validation rule with the Post Default check box selected.  

What will happen if the user selects a Priority value of Medium when they save an opportunity with 

$850,000 in expected revenue?  

 

A. The Priority will be changed to High when the user clicks the Save button.  

 

B. The record will not save until the Priority value Is changed to High.  

 

C. The Expected Revenue will be changed to $799,999 when the user clicks the Save button.  

 

D. The Priority will remain Medium when the user clicks the Save button.  

 

E. The Priority field will be changed to a null value when the user clicks the Save button.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 22 

You're helping your VP Sales decide how often Sales Reps should submit their forecast. What are the 

forecast frequency options in CRM on Demand?  

 

A. Weekly  

 

B. Bi-weekly  

 

C. Monthly  

 

D. Bi-monthly  

 

E. Quarterly  
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